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Abstract

Dynamic arlaptabilityand configuration of distributed software systerns gain higher importance these
days, as the upcoming of dynamic middleware like JINI or CORBA 3.0 seem to prove. However ,
todays software architecture concepts, including description techniques and methodologies are mostly
static concepts. In this paper we describe same of the problerns that show up by designing software
systerns that support dynamic and mobile behavior. We describe four different domains: types of
architectural changes, relationships between chaRges, appropriate formalisrns as weIl as description
techniques. In this paper, we focus on two of them: types of change and description of dynamic
architectures. We present an example -a monitoring tool for dynamic, distributed Jini services -to
illustrate the problems, that come up by designing that kind of dynamic systerns.
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Introd uction1

Nothing is as constant as the occurrence of changes. This is experience is made by almost every soft-
ware project manager. New business requirements, new technical developments and standards require a
constant change and adaptation of applications. For an isolated system it is not a big deal to install a
software package, restart the computer and start working. For a big large continuous running business
system things are different. It's not acceptable to shut down a complete system for couple of hours just
to introduce an new mask, new functionality or to make some minor changes on the business rules. There
is a need to introduce new components while a system is running.
Todays distributed systerns exists by a certain composition of different units of computation that carry a
certain functionality. By rearranging and recomposing such system one can often create a new function-
ality, adapted to new needs out of the old "material" {i.e. components). Today this feature of building
new systerns without implementing new code, but rearranging and recombining existing components, is
only carried out during the first period of the software life-cycle, namely the design and construction
time. Future distributed systerns will have to extend this flexibility towards the whole software-life cycle,
i.e. to be able to change the composition of the component during design, binding and runtime {see figure

I).
We claim that today the technological infrastructure is getting to a stage where these kind of applica-
tions becomes a reality. New dynamic middleware like Sun's Jini[Wal] or the specification of CORBA
3.0[OMG] seem to confirm this position: the allocation and binding of components is done dynamically
by the middleware and the wiring between the components isn 't fixed. So components may be dropped,
rearranged and recombined during runtime. This clearly shows a direction towards a more dynamic
cooperative system where components from different suppliers cooperate that where unknown at design
time. Where as each technology implements some kind of probably needed functionality, there is not a
common overall crystal clear description model independent of a certain implementation.
Furthermore the architectural concepts of todayare mostly static ones. Only a few work is done towards
dynamic, mutable software architecture [Ore96, OMT98], and supporting techniques {i.e. description
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Figure I: Todays distributed systerns show flexibility in their structure mainly during design time. F\1ture
systerns have to offer this flexibility all over the software life-cycle.

techniques) are barely targeted. In this paper we present a list of issues that, according to our experience,
should be discussed in context to dynamic architectural change. We illustrate these issues with examples,
we faced by designing Carp@, a monitoring tool for dynamic Jini services.

The rest of this paper structures as follows: in the next section we will describe the fundamental issues
of dynamic software architecture, followed by the separate issues that have to be covered. In the third
section we illustrate the topics on the example of Carp@ -a monitoring tool for dynamic component
systerns on the base of Jini -and close with a conclusion.

2 Issues of Dynamic Software Architecture

To integrate dynamics and mobility systematically into the software engineering process one has to define
the term of dynamics closely. Today almost any software project targets on goals like scalability, ilexibility
and dynamics. However, to treat features in a engineering discipline, a systernatic and clear cut meaning
of the term must exist -which is obviously not the case in those three examples. So we describe in this
chapter our understanding of the term dynamics and sketch out what is needed to describe precisely the
scenarios that are mostly entitled as "dynamics of software architecture" .A software specific definition
for architectural (stroctural) dynamics can be found in the IEEE Standard Dictionary [Jay84]:
Dynamic restructuring (software): The process of changing software components or structure while
a system is running.
Note, that according to this definition code migration is just another facet of dynamics! Since code
migration means on an ahstract level, that one unit of a certain type is dropped at one location a and an
new unit of the same type is instantiated at another location. Things are different with process migration,
where the concrete state is taken with the migrating unit.
In terms of dynamic architectural changes we focus on the level of components and connectors and follow
a classification, hased on the categories defined during the Dagstuhl-Seminar [GPT95] by Kramer et al.
(extract):

-Dynamic creation/deletion of components
-Data dynamics (i.e. new data formats)
-Dynamic connection/disconnection

For dynamic architectural changes, it is not sufficient to specify the target of the change, hut also the
time, and an eventual constraint [Ore96] (i.e. "dropping component A during rontime, hut keeping a
ring-structure in the system"). Nevertheless, we focus in this paper most ly on the target of the stroctural
change, and neglect the issues of time and constraints.
To systernatically design and build software systerns, that change their architecture during rontime (i.e.
add or drop a specific component during runtime etc. ) we have to watch four main areas:

1. Types of dynamic changes -what kind of changes exist ?

2. Mutual relationships -how does one change influeDce others ?

3. Appropriate formalisms to express -e.g. the chemical abstract machine, the 11" calculus



4. Appropriate description techniques -how can we describe those systerns and their behavior ?

In the following sections we sketch out these four are38. Due to the limits of this paper we will focus
on the issue of structuraJ change types and appropriate description techniques. The described issues will
each be illustrated by an example in the following chapter .

2.1 Types of dynamic changes

There are several types of changes in the structure of a software system. On the basic }ayer there are
the already mentioned basic operations: components (add/drop), connectors (add/drop). However, for
convenience it is better to bui}d higher operations out of these axiomatic operation, i.e. redirection of
connectors etc. furthermore it depends on which }eve} of architectural abstractions we depend. In this
section we give some brief examp}e of different types of changes in software architecture on the leve} of
components & connectors form [SG96] .

Implementation changes2.1.1

So take for example an unit of computation that offers different "views" or interfaces on its functionality.
Each interface Ii represents a certain subset of the functionality of the unit, i.e. a subset of methods
and attributes. In figure 2 we see on the left side an unit that offers three different interfaces (A,B,
and C) represented by their implementations in the unit respectively. So for the case that a different
implementation for olle interface -i.e. a subset of functionality -is needed we have to change the part
of the unit, that represents the implementation, but the interface can stay statically (figure 2). This is
the simplest case, since the blackbox-behavior of the unit stays exactly the same, not concerning runtime
constraints like execution time etc.

New Imple~nlation
-same Functional~

Figure 2: An implementation of an interface gets dynamically changed: the blackbox-behavior stays the

same.

2.1.2 Interface changes

If we add an interface and its implementation respectively to an unit, we change its functionality, hut
extend it. This means the rest of the hlackhox behavior as the world knows it remains the same.

New FLJnctionalily -
new InlQrface

Figure 3: An interface gets dynamically added to an unit: the blackbox-behavior gets extended.



Connector changes2.1.3

Besides changes inside of components also the wiring between components may change. As an example a
component is introduced between t wo linked components. The blockbox behavior of the both components
stays the same, but the overall behavior may vary. The new component could for example act as a filter.
An other example would be a switch between different service components that switches by a dynamic
relinking.
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Figure 4: A filter is placed dynamically between t wo components.

Mabile changes

ffi a distrihuted system a component runs at a certain location or replicated at multiple locations. A
component could move from oDe location to a different location. Moving a component does not only
require to move it's current state and code hut eventually also its current computation context. This is

Figure 5: AD unit migrates from olle locatioD to another

called code vs. process migration. Code migration just enables mobile code -so the code is send without
the state information and must therefore reinstantiated in the new environment. Process migration
includes the state information and the process environment, which has the effect, that the thread is just
interrupted for the time of the physical movement, but the functionality stays the same.

Mutual Relationships

Knowing about the types of change, one has to think about the consequences of changes within or between
the types: does the complete system to be shut down? Which part has to be in what kind of state? Is
there an algorithmic way to change the structure dynamically? Remarkable research results is achieved by
Kramer and Magee in the field of dynamic configuration management [KM90, MDEK95], which targets
the structural dependencies between the components.

Appropriate Formalisms2.3

There exist a set of formalisms to express dynamic as weIl as mobile behavior of distributed systerns.
Due to the limits of this paper we only list the most influential ones without explaining further details.
Namely there is work based on the chemical abstract machine, which already focuses on dynamic rontime
changes in software architecture [Wer98b, Wer98a]. The 71" calculus [MPW92] expresses process mobility,
by sending and receiving channels. Dynamic FOCUS is a formal model, based on streams [HS96] and is
also the basis for our abstroct model [Sal99] .



2.4 Appropriate Description Techniques

Today's description techniques mostly focus on static structures. This brings up serious problems during
the design phase of the software system. Most of the graphical description techniques, that are used right
now, are based on snapshots (see figure 6). Although this technique seerns quite plausible, at first sight,
we made the experience, that this is not usable for targer software projects. Snapshot based diagrams
get quite cornplex, the more change, and the more steps happen.
Furthermore the foct, that one does not know the concrete instance that is involved in a certain sequence,
forces you to modelon pure interface base, which seems to us not suflicient.
For a detailed description of this issue, see the Carp@ example in section 3.

3 Carp@ -Monitoring a dynamic distributed system

In this section we introduce Carp@, a tool for ffionitoring distributed Jini services, and present soroe
examples for the above described types of change and description problems.

Carp@ is a ffionitoring tool for dynamic distributed systeros, developed at Munich University of Technol-
ogy in 1999. It is based on Sun's Jini technology and therefore uses Java as weil as RMI. A system, that
is observed by Carp@ , exists of different services ( aka. coroponents) that are dynarnically discovered,
allocated and binded. So during the specification and design phase it is not known, which actual instance
will offer a specific service and which instances will have connections ! So for exarnple let a component
M obilePhone offer an SMS service, that ffieans you can send an string via SMS protocol to any cellwar
phone. The basic dynamic allocation and binding process is divided in four steps:

I. The mobile phone participates in the network and registers its "SMS" service at the lookup server

2. The browser looks at lookup services to lind out the available services

3. The user at the browser selects the "SMS" service -The "SMS" service is contacted -Upon a
request a new user interface object migrates as a mobile object from the "SMS" service to the
browser -The browser shows the user interface object

4. The user enters a message and a phone number and presses the button "send message" -The user
interface object contacts the "SMS" service with a "send SMS" request -The mobile phone sends
SMS message controned in the request to other devices via the mobile phone network.

The steps are informally sketched out in figure 6 as time based snapshots. As already mentioned above
graphical description is a serious problem, since no appropriate, formally founded description technique
exists, that expresses mobility, as weIl as structurally dynamics.

Types or dynamic changes

Jini, as used in Carp@, provides various types of dynamic axchitectural changes as described above.
As the figure 6 shows the wiring between the components changes constantly and occurs in different ways:
The browser component is connected to the lookup service, but drops this connection as soon as it has
established a connection to the mobile phone component (connector change).
The migration of the user interface object as a mabile change also implicitly includes a transfer of a
connector that is stored within the mobile object. The user interface object can build up a connector
to interface parts of the SMS Service that may only be known to this specific user interface object that
came from the mobile phone.

Mutual Relationships

The changes mentioned above have mutual relationships. The ability to transfer a connector allows a
flexible change of the communication structure. Together with the mobility of the user interface object
(location change) it a1so enables an interface extension of the browser. The browser aggregates the user
interface object and becomes in total a component with interfaces and connectors that where unknown
before.
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Figure 6: A dynamic discovering and binding of services in Jini

Appropriate Description Techniques

As aIready mentioned above, graphical description of dynamic systerns is a problem. Although same
informal approaches exist, like shown in figure 6, we believe that new or extended description techniques
are required to capture dynamic changes and mobility.
During the design of Carp@ we used a notation as shown in figure 7: the changes are integrated in one
figure, which is an advantage to the snapshots, since complex changes cause a big number of snapshots
which makes it camplicated to grasp the big picture in a consice way. In this diagram, adding and dropping
of components or connectors are marked using + and -, the timely order is given by numbering, similar
to UML collaboration diagrams [FS97]. The numbering, representing the timely order, is analogous to

l:join[ +]
r---

2: lOOku~ Lookup Service I

3:getGUI [+] SMS

-=~

4:sendSMS

Figure 7: The discovery of services in one collaboration-like diagram

the one in figure 6.

Conclusion4

ffi this paper we discussed the experience we made by designing a system, that dynamically changes
its architecture during runtime. From our point of view, the problem, graphical describing the runtime
changes is at the moment the most important one. However, to develop graphical techniques, one must
first define the types of changes.
We believe that the demand in dynamic and mobile features for distributed systems will increase in the
near future. The enforced efforts of almost all major IT companies (SUN, Microsoft, HP, Lucent) in
developing self adapting distributed component platforms like Jini[Wal] or Millennium [Cor] seems to
confirm our position. However, making the technique available by providing a platform seems not to be
enough to guarantee high-quaIity software. Concepts to develop, describe and categorize dynamic archi-



tectural changes are required. Most of all, the problem of graphical description of dynamic architectural
change has to be discussed.
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